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ABSTRACT
Challenges for the New West: Economic Impacts of WIidemess 
on Nevada’s Rural Counties
by
Lesley Regina Argo
Dr. Helen NeilL Examination Committee Chair 
Associate Professor o f Envvonmentai Studies 
University o f Nevada, Las Vegas
Public lands designated as part o f the National Wildemess Preservation System are 
removed from mukiple-use management for protection o f their natural condition. 
Opponents argue that “locking up” the natural resources on these lands through 
designation will undermine the rural economies in the west that are dependent upon 
extractive industries such as mining and logging. Proponents argue that the “Old West” 
reliance on extractive mdustrfes is declming and, in the “New West”, wildemess 
promotes economic development in rural communities by preserving the amenity values 
that draw populatfon and employment to the region. Characteristics o f Nevada’s 
econom y, population and land challenge the ideas o f the New West. This thesis 
examines the economfe unpact of wildemess on rural counties m Nevada. These 
potential impacts are studied utilizing a simukaneous-equations model, based on Duf^- 
Deno (1998), to test for determinants o f populatfon and employment growth for the 
period from 1990 to 2000.
in
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CHAPTER I
WILDERNESS AND THE ECONOMIC DEBATE 
Introduction
The National Wildemess Preservation System (NWPS) was created by Congress in 
1964 with the passage o f the Wiklemess Act. This tegislation required the Secretarws of 
Agriculture and the Interior to review all roadless areas within the National Forest and 
National Park Systems and make recommendations for areas to be designated as part o f 
the NWPS. Wildemess was defined by Congress as “an area where the earth and its 
community of life are untrammeled by man, where man himself is a visitor who does not 
remain”. ‘ The legislation prohibited the development o f either temporary or permanent 
roads and structures and the use o f motorized vehicles or equipment withm wildemess 
areas. The Federal Land Policy and Management Act (1976) mandated similar reviews 
and recommendations from the Bureau o f Land Management (BLM). Since addition to 
the NWPS limited development and use o f these public lands, it has been argued that 
wildemess designation would have dire consequences for the rural economies that 
depend upon natural resource industries. With the majority o f federal^ owned land 
located in the West, especially that managed by the BLM, the controversy over the 
NWPS and additional designations has been prmoarily a western states’ issue. This
' 16 uses § 1131(c)
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debate has also heen most recent^ focused on additions to the NWPS under the BLM’s 
jurisdiction.
The debate over wilderness designation has culminated in a number o f studies directed 
at determining the possible economic in^>acts o f wildemess designation in the rural West. 
Authors such as Snyder, Fawson, Godfrey, Keith and Lilieholm (1995) have argued that 
wildemess designation could have negative impacts on rural county economies. Patrie 
and Harbin (1998) argued that proponents o f wildemess “downplay the economic 
importance o f commodities and the good jobs they provide.” However, a growing 
number o f studies have shown that the resource extraction dependence o f the “Old West” 
has been eclipsed by a “New West” economy where wildemess has become an economic 
asset to rural communities (Lorah, 2000; Power, 1996; Rasker, 1994; Rudzitis, 1996). 
These authors have argued that the scenic, recreational and natural conditional o f these 
public lands has become more valuable to these Western economies than the income 
from natural resource extraction. They base this argument on changes in demographics 
and economics in the regfon.
These ideas o f wildemess as an asset for rural economic development in the New 
West have not been examined specifically in Nevada even though its economic, 
demographic and land characteristics set it apart from the rest o f the West. For example, 
o f the eleven Westem states, Nevada has the highest percentage o f total enqpfoyment 
from metal mming (Power, 1996). In the past forty years, Nevada has changed from the 
most rural state in the unfon to the most urbanized (DeVine & Soden, 1997). Fma%, 
Nevada has the highest percent%e o f federally owned land in the West, including Alaska.
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
The purpose o f this thesis is to examine the application o f these New West ideas in 
Nevada. Specifically, it will test whether or not wildemess has been a determinant for 
population and en^loyment growth in the state’s rural counties as the proponents o f the 
New West have suggested. These potential economic impacts are examined using a 
simukaneous-equations modeP to test for determinants o f population and en^loyment 
growth fi*om 1990 to 2000 for a sample o f248 rural counties across the eight 
intermountain westem states mcluding: Arizona, Colorado, Idaho, New Mexico, Nevada, 
Montana, Wyoming and Utah (Carlino & Mills, 1987; Clark & Murphy, 1996; Duf^- 
Deno, 1998).
The remainder o f this thesis is organized in the following manner. The historical and 
contextual background for the NWPS and the economic debate that surrounds k are 
reviewed in the remainder o f Chapter 1. The history o f wildemess in Nevada and how 
the state’s characteristks pose a challenge to the New West are covered m Chapter 2.
The empirical model is described in Chapter 3. The data and methods are explained in 
Chapter 4. The empirical results and ana^fsis are discussed in Chapter 4 and, fina%. 
Chapter S provides a conclusion.
The National Wilderness Preservation Svstem 
The Wildemess Act (1964) was the seminal legislation for creation o f a National 
Wildemess Preservatfon System. Prfor to this legislation, preservatfon o f the public lands 
was conducted administratively ty  the agencies which managed k. The Unked States 
Forest Servke (USFS), for example, had created regulations to allow the C hkf Forester
A smiultaneous-cquatians model uses the dependent variable o f one equation as an explanatory variable in 
another equation (Salvatore, 1982).
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and Secretary o f Agrkukure to designate lands as “wildemess areas”, “wOd areas”, 
“roadless areas”, “canoe areas”, or “prmokive” (Hendee, Stankey & Lucas, 1990). The 
Wldemess Act (1964) clari&d that the final decision on preservation o f the federal 
public lands would be granted onfy by congressional action. The intention was to create 
a “statutory framework for the preservatfon o f wildemess” that would permh lor%-range 
planning and assure that “no future administrator could arbitrarily or capriciously either 
abolish wildemess areas that should be retained or make wholesak designations of 
additional areas in which use would be Iknked” (U.S. Congress and Administrative 
News, 1964, pp. 3615). The Act also outlmed other characteristics o f wildemess. The 
area must contain at least 5,000 acres o f land or be a sufQcient enough size to ensure that 
management for preservation is practical It must be undeveloped federal land where the 
“imprint o f man’s work” is substantial^ unnoticeable. There were to be no permanent 
improvements or human habitation. It should contain outstanding opportunities for 
solkude or primitive and unconfined types o f recreation. Wildemess may also contain 
ecologkaL geological or other features o f scientific, educational scenk, or historkal 
value.^
The V ^em ess Act (1964) devoted the lands within the NWPS to the purposes o f 
“recreational scenic, scientific, educational conservation, and historical use.”*
Therefore, certain activities were prohibked includmg; commercial enterprise (except for 
recreation or other purposes o f wildemess), construction o f permanent or temporary 
roads, mechankal transports, constructfon o f structures or installations and landing o f
^ 16 u s e s  § 1131(c)
* 16 u s e s  § 1133(b)
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aircraft. There were exceptions provided for in the Act in cases o f emergency involving 
health and safety, fire, insects and diseases. Where use of motorboats and aircraft had 
already become established, the Secretary was given authority to deckle if it should be 
permitted to continue. SimOarty, livestock grazing where established prior to the Act 
could continue subject to regulations ty  the Secretary o f Agrkulture. Fmalfy, effective 
January 1, 1984, wildemess areas were withdrawn from all forms o f appropriation and 
disposition o f mineral leases.^
Congress directed the Secretary o f Agriculture to review all lands classified as 
“primitive” within the Natfonal Forest System and the Secretary o f the Interior to revfew 
all roadless areas o f at least 5,000 acres within the National Park System, National 
Wildlife Refuges and Game Ranges for suitable additfons to the NWPS. The Secretaries 
were to report their findk%s within ten years to the President who would make 
recommendatfons to Congress for final action.^ The Federal Land Policy and 
Management Act (1976) (FLPMA) mandated a similar review within 15 years by the 
Secretary o f the Interior o f all roadless areas within the BLM’s jurisdktion for suitable 
additions to the NWPS.^ It is important to note that nothing within the Wildemess Act 
(1964) or FLPMA (1976) precludes presidential or congressional conskieratfon o f more 
or less acreage than is recommended. In Utah, for example, a number o f different 
wildemess bills have been introduced by the state’s congressknal representatives whkh
* I6USCS§1133(c)&(d) 
‘ l6U SCS§I132(b)& (c)
’ 43 u s e s  §1782
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include vaiyii^ amounts o f BLM acreage to be added to the NWPS (Styder, et al..
1995).
Until congressknal action is taken on revkwed areas, whether recommended or not. 
these lands are considered wildemess study areas (WSAs). The Wildemess Act (1964) 
and the FLPMA (1976) requves each federal land management agency to manage these 
lands so as not to diminish their wildemess characteristics. For areas under review within 
the BLM, however, the FLPMA (1976) stqiulated that mining, grazing and mineral leases 
could continue in the “manner and degree” in which they were conducted prior to the 
Act so long as they did not degrade the area to a point that it could no longer be 
considered for addition to the NWPS. Once an area is designated as wildemess, the 
provisions for discontinuatfon o f mmeral development would be ^plicable.'
The first additions to the NWPS were those lands that had been administratively 
designated by the Secretary o f Agriculture and the Chfef o f the Forest Service as 
“wildemess”, “wild areas”, and “canoe areas” (U.S. Cong. & Adm. News, 1964, pp.
3616). The >^ldemess Act (1964) mcluded a total o f 54 wildemess areas, covering some 
9.1 million acres o f USFS land, in the original NWPS. When the Fish and Wildlife 
Service (FWS) and National Paric Servke (NPS) areas were added in 1970. the number o f 
units rose to 85. The number o f units in the NWPS has grown steadily over the past 34 
years with peaks durmg the early 1980s and 1990s (See F%ure 1). These peaks reflect 
large additions to the NWPS in Alaska and (Zalifomia (Landres & Meyer, 2000).
As o f 1999, the NWPS contamed 628 des%nated wiklemess areas with over 
102,739,168 acres o f federal land. It comprises 4.52 percent of the total land area o f the
•43USCS§1782(c)
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United States and 2.40 percent o f the lower 48 contermmous states. The vast majority of 
the system, 55% o f the total acreage, is in the state o f Alaska. The Alaska National 
Interest Lands Conservatfon Act (ANICLA) added the largest amount ever. 56 millfon 
acres, to the NWPS in 1980. The eleven contiguous Westem states, including 
Washington, Oregon, California, Arizona, New Mexico, Nevada, Utah, Colorado, 
Wyoming, Montana and Idaho, contain over 40% o f the remaining acreage within the 
NWPS (Landres & Meyer, 2000).
Figure 1 Number o f Wildemess Units Designated from 1964 - 1999
180 -I
TTT rtf
1964 1969 1974 1979 1984 1989 1994 1999
Year
Source; Landres & Meyer (2000)
There are four federal land agencks responsibk for the management o f the NWPS 
including the Department o f Agriculture’s USFS and the Department o f the Interior’s
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8BLM, NPS and the FWS. In tenns o f total acreage, the Forest Service has the highest 
amount o f land holdii^s within the NWPS. However, in terms o f percent o f total NWPS 
acres, the responsibility of each agency varks relative to comparisons with or without the 
state o f Alaska (See Table 1). For example, the NPS is responsible for almost half o f the 
total percent o f acres in the NWPS. When Alaska is excluded, the NPS percentage drops 
by almost half and the USFS percentage o f acreage nearly doubles (Landres & Meyer, 
2000).
Each agency’s review and recommendation process was met by varying degrees of 
controversy. The USFS, for exampk, adopted a purity policy durmg its wildemess 
review that met extreme criticism from both the envfronmental lobby and
Table 1 ; Agency Administration o f the NWPS*
Agency Units Federal acres Percent of NWPS acres
Entire NWPS Percent
Bureau of Land Management 133 5,237,800 5.0
Forest Service 400 34,766.995 33.2
Fish and Wildlife Service 71 20,686,134 19.8
National Park Service 44 44,048,239 42.1
Total 628 104,739,168
NWPS excluding Alaska
Bureau of Land Management 133 5,237,800 IIJ
Forest Service 381 29.014,774 62J
Fish and Wildlife Service 50 2,009,222 4J
National Park Service 36 10,295,156 22.1
Total 46^56,952
NWPS in Alaska
Forest Service 19 5,752,221 9.9
Fish and Wildlife Service 21 18,676,912 32.1
National Park Service 8 33,753,083 58.0
Total 58,182,216
The number of units managed by each agency does not equal the total number of wildemess 
because some areas are managed by multiple agencies.
Source: Landres & Meyer (2000)
Congress. As a result, the USFS conducted two Roadless Area Revkw and Evaluatfons
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
(RARE I and RARE H); the first in 1972 and the second in 1977. The NPS and the FWS. 
on the other hand, received very little attention. In 1980 with passage o f ANILCA. 
Cot%ress began using “sufkkncy-release” language that declared the USFS wildemess 
inventory sufBcient and released other WSAs back to mukiple-use management. By 
1995, USFS wildemess legislatfon included sufBciency-release language for all westem 
states with the exception o f Idaho and Montana (Allin, 1997). The Wildemess review 
and study process withm the USFS, therefore, is essentially complete. However, 
consideration and controversy over BLM recommendations is ongoing. Nevada and Utah 
are the last two westem states to obtain final congressional approval o f statewide 
recommendations.
The Economic Debate 
Purported dire economic consequences from the NWPS has been a rallying cry for 
wildemess opponents smce the passage o f the Wildemess Act in 1964. At that time, 
limiting development o f mineral resources was predicted to bring detrimental impacts on 
the natfon’s econony and was tied in with issues o f national security (Allin, 1982). The 
argument was already over a decade old when Secretary o f the Interior James Watt 
proclaimed, “Because o f the actions taken by extremists to stop the orderly development 
o f en er^  resources, the nation is likely to suffer energy shortages and thus severe 
economic hardship” (Zlaslowslqr, 1986, pg. 141). The same argument about possible 
negative impacts to the nation’s economy can still be heard today (Patrie & Harbin,
1998). However, the recent economk debate over wildemess has been more often 
concerned with “community stability” o f rural Westem areas (Raske** 1994). This shift
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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from the national to the rural level in the economk debate can be demonstrated by the 
county supremacy movement that has spread across the West. This movement has 
sought local control over federal lands within westem rural counties (Krannich & Smith. 
1998).
The debate over wildemess designatfon has culminated into a number o f studies 
dfrected at determinmg the economic impacts o f wildemess on the rural West. At the 
center o f this economic debate are two competing beliefe over the source o f value for 
these public lands; commodity versus amenity (Patrie & Harbin. 1998). Commodity 
values come from the extraction o f natural resources such as timber, minerals, oQ, or 
grazing. Amenity values typically mclude scenic, non-consumptive use values such as 
recreation, or the possible friture value attached to the land in its natural condition. The 
most common methods comparing these two values have been cost-benefit and economic 
baseanafysis.
Cost-benefit analysis takes the costs o f a policy and weighs them against the benefits.
If the benefits can be determined to outweigh the costs, the policy has passed the test for 
economic justification (Alston, 1992). Traditional cost-benefit analysis was criticized by 
preservationists because it did not give aigr weight to benefits, such as amenities o f 
wildemess, that were not valued in markets. Therefore, an attempt to rrach a “total 
economic value” was developed (Hanley, Shogren &  White,1997; Nelson, 1997). This 
new ^ iproach required a commensurable unit o f measurement, therefore, amenity values 
were assigned a dollar value for the purpose o f anafysis. Economists began using this 
anafysis, called the Contmgent Valuation Method, to survey the public’s willingness to 
pay for preservatfon o f wildemess ameniQr values.
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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The dependability o f the Contingent Value Method surveys has been questioned by 
both sides in the commodity versus amenity debate. Some have said that the values are 
overestimated by survey respondents because they do not have experience in placing a 
dollar amount on these non-market amenities. While others have argued that the values 
are underestimated for many o f the same reasons. Some have chosen to simply leave out 
the amenity values altogether since they are in question (Snyder, et aL, 1995).
Another method used to measure the effect wildemess designation will have on local 
state or regional economies is the economic base model. This model assumes that key 
industries, centered around commodity o f the natural resources, serve as the economic 
base for an area. When products from key industries are exported, the income they 
provide feeds back into local economies by creating jobs and generatmg more income m 
other busmess sectors through the multiplier effect (Power, 1996). Wildemess 
designation is vfewed as a threat to the stability o f natural resource based rural 
economies. Opponents have argued that putting these key industries at risk has the 
potential because o f multiplier effects, to spur economic collapse that can ripple 
throughout the local econony and even into regions (Patric & Harbin, 1998; Snyder et 
a l, 1995).
The New West
Proponents o f the New West criticize the assumption that the commodity export is the 
backbone o f a stable rural economy in the West (Power, 1996). It has been argued that it 
is not the commodity but the amenity value o f the land in its natural state that offers these 
rural areas economic stability and growth. As evidence, proponents o f the New West
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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cite changing demographics and changing economks in the West (Lorah, 2000; Power. 
1996; Rasker, 1994; Rudzitis, 1996).
Changing Demographics o f the West 
The mterior West has been one of the festest growmg regions in the country (Rudzitis.
1996). More important for authors o f the New West has been where the population 
growth has occurred and why. Nonmetropolitan counties in particular have been 
growit% at a foster rate than the United States as a whole (Nelson, 1998). In addhfon, 
Rudzitis (1996) found that population in Westem counties with wildemess grew foster 
than other non-urban counties from 1960 to 1990. Most economic base and migration 
models operate on the assumption that people migrate in order to maximize their earning 
potential (Power, 1996; Rudzitis, 1996). However, survey data o f people in some of 
these wildemess counties has shown that S3 percent saw wildemess as an important 
reason to move or stay in an area. Even though their income level did not increase, and 
in some cases even decreased, 70 percent o f those surveyed believed their lives were 
“healthier, happkr, and more enjoyable” (Rudzitis, 1996, pg. 93). Retfrement has also 
been said to have made Americans more “footloose” and has been offered as another 
reason for why people are movmg to the West (Power, 1996). Therefore, it was not onty 
the location, but also the motivation for and type o f migration to the West that has been 
saki to demonstrate the amenity value o f “these protected landscapes” in 
nonmetropolitan regfons (Power, 1996, pg. 48).
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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Changing Economies in the West
The c hanging dem ogr^hks in the West is related to the changmg economy for the 
creation of this New West. For example, as the population has grown, so has the 
inqx>rtance o f the servke sector. In foct, the largest and fostest growing business sector 
in the West has recently been the service industry (Rudzitis, 1996). These new migrants 
have also been said to increase entrepreneurial activity, therefore, support the economic 
growth in the regions to which they move (Nelson, 1998). Finally, retiree migration can 
play a particularly inqmrtant rok in an area because the money they spend contributes as 
much to the local economy as if they were employed (Power, 1996).
But it is not just retirees that have flooded the West with new economic possibilities. 
Technology has also played a part in changmg the economy o f the West. Proliferation of 
con^uters, fex machines and the internet have freed people from reliance o f locality to 
the markets, something that has restricted rural economies to resource dependence in the 
Old West (Power, 1996). Advances in technology have changed the first three rules of 
busmess, “location, location, locatkiL”
It is important to recognize that sales o f “mvisible” products such as 
newspaper artkles, architectural designs, or computer code can and do 
generate bask income for a community in the same way that sales o f 
grain, cattle, and timber do (Nelson, 1998, pg. 297).
Rasker (1994) argued that servke sector employment has long been felsefy^  associated 
with low paying jobs and that telecommunications has opened up a new potential export 
base in knowledge that has been overlooked because o f this misconceptkn.
Finally, New West authors argue that resource extraction industrks no longer play a 
central rok in the economk well being o f these areas that th ^  once did (Rasker, 1994;
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Rudzitis, 1996; Power, 1996). Metal mining on public lands in the West, for instance has 
heen shown to be directly responsible for only 1 in 2,500 jobs (Power, 1996). Power 
called this perceived unportance o f natural resources in the West “folk economics.” He 
recognized that this folk understanding o f economics was valid for the Old West, 
however, it was a misleading concept for rural development m the New West. He 
examined the trends in metal mining, agriculture, lumber and forestry across the West 
from 1969 to 1991 and concluded that while other sectors o f the eco n o n y  grew at a 
steady pace, these extractive industries declined (Power, 1996, pg. 36) (See Figure 2). 
Therefore, it has been said that these extractive industrks experienced declining 
inqjortance in economic stability for westem rural communitks.
A recent study by Dtif^-Deno (1998) offered a comprehensive look at the commodity 
versus amenity debate related to wildemess designation in the West. He examined 250 
non-urban countks in the intermountam West for associations between population and 
employment density and the presence o f federal wildemess. The results have important 
inq>lications for both sides o f the debate. In the period from 1980 to 1990, Duf^-Deno 
(1998) found no association between wildemess designation and population or 
empfoyment density. These findmgs st%gest that “wildemess designation may cause, on 
avertie, little aggregate economic harm to county economies” (Duf^-Deno, 1998, pg. 
133). In additkn, federal wildemess had no association to population or employment 
density for countks that were considered to be heavify dependent upon resource 
extraction mdustrks (Duf^-Deno, 1998).
These results suggest that wildemess has not had a detrnnental inqiact on rural 
countks in the West but it also suggests that wildemess has not necessarily led to growth
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either. However, Duf^-Deno (1998) concluded that it is ‘‘still possible that certain 
counties with economies that are very heavify weighted toward resource-extraction 
industrks may still be adversety affected” (pg. 133).
Figure 2 Declining Income in Extractive Industries
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CHAPTER 2
THE NEW WEST IN NEVADA 
History o f WDdemess in Nevada 
The first wilderness designatk>n m Nevada, known as the Jarbidge WDdemess Area, 
was included m the WDdemess Act o f 1964. No further congressional action was taken 
on wDdemess m the state untD passage o f the Nevada WDdemess Protection Act 
(NWPA) m 1989. This Act was first introduced in 1985 and it took four years o f 
conqjromise and amendment to reach final passage (Reynoldson, 1990). In total, the 
NWPA set aside 733,400 acres in 14 different wDdemess areas around the state (See 
Table 2). Almost all o f that wDdemess was under the jurisdiction o f the USFS with the 
exception o f 6,435 acres in the Marble Canyon WDdemess Study Area that was managed 
by the BLM (Bureau o f Land Management [BLM], 1991b). UntD December o f2000, 
just over 1% o f the federal land in Nevada had been added to the NWPS.
Following the FLPMA (1976), the Nevada State OfSce o f the BLM reviewed the 
47.84 million acres o f public land under its jurisdiction. The agency created 100 
wDdemess study areas that would be exammed in an intensive mventory for wDdemess 
suitability and possible recommendation. The entire review process took fifteen years.
The Record o f Decision and final recommendation for Nevada was s%ned by Secretary 
o f the Interior, Manual Lujan, in October o f 1991. It included a recommended total o f 
1,892,041 acres in 52 wDdemess study areas for additfon to the NWPS (BLM,199la).
16
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Table 2: Designations in the Nevada WDdemess Protection Act (1989)
Name of lAfildemess Acreage
Aha Toquima Wilderness 38,000
Arc Dome Wilderness 115,000
Boundary Peak Wilderness 10.000
Currant Mountain Wilderness 36.000
East Humboldt Wilderness 36,900
Jarbidge Wilderness (additions) 48,500
ML Rose Wilderness 28,000
Quinn Canyon 27,000
Ruby Mountains Wilderness 90,000
ML Charleston Wilderness 43,000
Table Mountain Wilderness 98,000
Grant Range Wilderness 50,000
Ml Moriah Wilderness 82.000
Santa Rosa Wilderness 31,000
Total 733,400
Source: Nevada Wilderness Protection Act (1989)
Congressional action was not taken on the BLM recommendations for Nevada imtD 
almost a decade later.
The first legislation for wDdemess designation on BLM land came in March o f2000. 
Senator Richard Bryan introduced legislation for the creation of a Black Rock Desert- 
High Rock Canyon Emigrant Trails National Conservation Area in Humboldt County 
that also included eleven wDdemess designations. Five out o f the eleven areas were not 
included m the BLM wDdemess recommendations o f 1991 (‘‘BDl's backers,” 2000). This 
Act passed both houses and was signed by President Clinton in December, 2000. The 
final legislatfon mchided 10 new wDdemess designations, four of viuch were not 
recommended by the BLM, covering 757,500 acres o f land (See Table 3 ).
Passage o f the Black Rock Desert—H ^  Rock Canyon Emigrant Trails National 
Conservation Area Act in 2000 essential^ doubled the amount o f designated wDdemess 
in Nevada. The USFS des^nations made in 1989 as part ofthe NWPA were mostfy in 
Nye and Elko counties. The majority o f new wDdemess acreage in 2000 was part of
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Table 3: Additions to the NWPS in Northwest Nevada in 2000
Name of Wilderness Acreage
Black Rock Desert Wilderness 315.700
Pahute Peak Wilderness 57,400
North Black Rock Range Wilderness 30,800
East Fork High Rock Canyon Wilderness 52,800
High Rock Lake Wilderness 59,300
Little High Rock Canyon Wilderness 48,700
High Rock Canyon Wilderness 46,600
Calico Mountains Wilderness 65.400
South Jackson Mountains Wilderness 56,800
North Jadcson Mountain Wilderness 24,000
Total 757,500
Source: Black Rock Desert-High Rock Canyon Emigrant Trails National 
Conservation Area Act (2000)
Nevada’s northwest Humboldt county. Lincoln county contains the highest amount of 
land in WSAs (over 1 million acres) in BLM jurisdktion while Mineral and Storey 
counties have none. The distributkn o f USFS Wilderness and BLM WSAs across 
Nevada’s counties are demonstrated in Figure 3.
New West in Nevada 
Authors o f the New West point to changes in demographics and the econony in the 
western region o f the united States as evidence that wDdemess and its amenities are a 
new source for community stability. There is an assumptfon inherent in this argument 
that the West is a homogenous region (Duf^-Deno, 1998). However, many o f these 
same authors concede that western rural counties that are highly dependent upon resource 
extraction may experience different or even higher economic impact from wDdemess 
(Dufiy-Deno, 1998; Lorah, 2000; Power, 1996; Rasker, 1994). The New West concept 
has not been tested specifically in this state even though Nevada’s economic, 
demographk and land characteristics have set it apart from the rest o f the West.
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Figure 3 Wilderness Status in Nevada’s Counties in 1990
WDdemess Status in Nevada's Counties in 1990
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The economy in Nevada is different from other western states because mining has
maintained a unique relevance in the state. For example, o f the eleven western states in
1990, Nevada had the highest percentage o f total employment and income dependent
upon metal mining (Power, 1996) (See Table 4). Power noted that
For individual states in the West, the relative importance o f metal mining 
varies. In Nevada almost two out o f every hundred jobs (2 percent) are in 
metal mining, whOe in California and Oregon only one in ten thousand 
jobs (one-hundredth o f 1 percent) are directly supported by this industry.
(p. 97).
Nevada was one o f only three westem states that did not experience a decline in metal 
mining employment from 1980 to 1990 (Power, 1996). Power argued that the importance 
o f Westem metal mining in recent decades has been even less when the percentage o f 
mining on federal lands was considered in the equation. Again, Nevada stands out among
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the western states with h%hest percentage o f metal minmg on federal lands (Power, 
1996).
Table 4: The Relative Importance o f Metal Mining in the W est, 1990
Metal Mining as a 
Percentage o f Total Employment
Metal Mining Income as a 
Percentage o f Total Income
Alaska 0.32% 0.57%
Arizona 0.56% 0.83%
California 0.01% 0.02%
Colorado 0.19% 0J3%
Idaho 0.52% 0.70%
Montana 0.61% 0.87%
Nevada 1.74% 2.45%
New Mexico 0.28% 0.38%
Oregon 0.01% 0.01%
Utah 0.11% 0.58%
Washington 0.11% 0.03%
Wyoming 0.29% 0.46%
United States 0.06%
Westem States 0.15% 0.19%
Source: Power (1996)
The relative inqwrtance of mining in Nevada’s rural counties is apparent in the 1990s as 
weU. For example, six o f the state’s rural counties had over 10% of their total 
enqiloyment in mining in 1998. Figure 4 illustrates the percentage o f mining as a share 
o f total employment m Nevada’s countfes.
The New West has been defined as a shift in local economies fix>m depetxiency on 
natural-resource industrks to a servke-orknted economy (Lorah, 2000; Power, 1996).
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Figure 4 Mining as a Share o f Total Employment
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According to this definition, there are six Old West rural counties in Nevada: Esmerelda, 
Eureka, Humboldt, Lander, Pershing, and White Pine.^  Eight o f Nevada’s counties 
would be considered New West: Churchill, Douglass, Elko, Lincoln, Lyon and Nye. 
Three o f the New West rural countks (Carson City, Nfineral and Stor^r) do not contain 
any wDdemess. O f the seventeen cotmties m Nevada, onfy^  two, Clark and Washoe, are
’ White Pine is still considered Old West even though its largest industry in 1998 was State and Local 
Government because earnings from Services (13.9%) were only half o f those in Mining (27.2%).
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general^ consklered non-rural (DeVine & Soden, 1997; Duf^-Deno, 1998). Table 5 
gives the percentage o f earnings by industry for Nevada’s counties in 1988 and 1998. The 
continued relevance o f resource extraction through mining in Nevada ciearty challenges 
the ideas o f a New West economy m this westem state.
Table 5; L a te st Industrks by County in Nevada from 1988 to 1998
County Name Largest % of Largest % of
Earnings per Earnings per Industry
Industry in 1988 in 1998
Old West
Esmerelda Mining S3J Mining 54.8
Eureka Mining 70.5 Mining 93.0
Ikimboldt Mining 27.5 Mining 38.0
Lander Mining 55.4 Mining 55.0
Pershing Mining 48.2 Mining 49.4
White Pine Mining 31.0 State/Local Gov’t 29.1
New West
Churchill Services/Military 18.6 Services 25.2
Douglas Services 60.7 Services 49.4
Elko Services 29.1 Services 35.0
Lincoln Services/State/Local Services/State/Local
Gov’t 17 J Gov’t 35.8
Lyon Manufocturing 15.8 Services 19.1
Nye Services 67.1 Services 43.9
Urban
Clark Services 45.0 Services 41.2
Washoe Services 38.2 Services 35.7
No WDdemess
Carson City State/Local Gov’t 33 J State/local Gov’t 34.2
Storey Services 20.9 TransportationAJtilities/ 
Manu&cturing 18.2
Mineral Services 34.1 Services 42J
Source; U S. Bureau of Economic Analysis BEAR Facts 1988-1998
The demognqihics o f Nevada have also made it different than other westem states. The 
majority o f Nevada’s population growth has occurred in the urban centers o f Claric and 
Washoe countks. In foct, in the last forty years, Nevada has changed from the most rural
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state in the United States to the most urbanized (DeVine & Soden, 1997). Some have 
argued that the conflict over public land decisions in the West, such as wDdemess 
designation, has been a reflection o f this urbanization. According to Steel and Lovrich 
(1997), growth has generated more economic and political power in the urban " core” than 
in the rural ‘‘periphery” (pg. 6). This theory would suggest that the conflkt over federal 
land preservatfon has not occurred within the rural areas as part o f New West rural 
migration but rather as a conflkt between the rural and urban centers as a result o f 
bxnreasmg urban migration. The core versus periphery conflkt does, however, stDl put 
the debate over amenity versus commodity value o f publk lands at the heart o f the 
conflict because the urban core, contrary to the rural periphery, has a felt “imperative 
toward nonmaterial uses o f natural environments” (Steel & Lovrich, 1997, pg. 6). The 
most recent survey data in Nevada whkh shows rural areas strongly disagreeing and 
urban areas strongty agreeing with additional wDdemess designatkn, supports this core 
versus periphery theory (“Support for”, 2000).
In additkn, the combination o f large land area and low populations m Nevada’s rural 
counties has given this state very low population densities (population/area). In 
comparison to the eight mtermountam westem states, Nevada had the smallest median 
population density in both 1990 and 2000 (See Figure S). The population trends 
described by authors o f the New West do not appear to be present m Nevada.
Finalfy, the characteristics o f Nevada’s land ownershq) have also made it stand out 
from other westem states. Nevada has the highest percent (83%) o f federal^ owned land
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Figure S Median Population Density
Median Population Density
I Population Density 1990 B  Population Density 2000
Source: City and County Data Book (1994,2000)
in the West, including Alaska (See Figure 6). However, even with the highest percentage 
o f federal^ owned land, the state’s representation within the NWPS has been extremely 
low in comparison to other westem states. According to Landres and Meyer (2000), 
“Westem states have an average o f 5.4 percent o f their land area m wDdemess, conqiared 
to the eastem states' average o f 0.5 percent land area in wDdemess” (pg. 10). UntD the 
Black Rock Desert-High Rock Canyon Emigrant Trails Natmnal Conservation Area Act 
o f2000, Nevada had onfy 1 percent o f its total land area in the NWPS. Even though the 
additk>ns in 2000 nearfy doubled that percentage, Nevada stDl more closety resembles 
eastem states’ representatfon withm the NWPS (See Figure 7). A map o f ownership, land 
and wDdemess status as of 1992 in Nevada is provkied in Figure 8 (m pocket).
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Figure 6 Percent o f Land Ovned by the Federal Government
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Figure 7 Percent o f WDdemess by State
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CHAPTERS
EMPIRICAL MODEL 
The economic impacts o f wilderness are tested by examining the determinants of 
populatmn and enqjloyment growth from 1990 to 2000 in a simuhaneous-equations 
model This type o f model is used because population and employment are assumed to 
reinforce one another. As people move mto an area, they generate growth m the 
employment sector. In turn, more jobs available in an area will attract people to fill them, 
thus, encouraging population growth. This relationship is also determined by what has 
happened in the past. In other words, the current population or employment level is 
effected ly  what the level was previously. Finally, there are a set (or vector) of 
exogenous'^ variables that can also influence population and employment growth 
(Carlino & Mills, 1987; Clark & Murphy, 1996; Dufiy-Deno, 1998).
This relationship is summarized in the following equations:
1) P  = a  + 2 ,£+p2T  + P3/*-i
2) £  = K + kiP  + kïS  + X) E.i
Where current population (P) and enq>k>yment (£) in 2000 are determined 
simultaneous^ and are a function o f past values in 1990 (f., and £.i) and a vector of 
exogenous variables (T and S respective^). For Equation (I), current population in 2000
10Exogenous variables are those that are determined by Actors outside the model (Salvatore, 1982).
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is a  (ünctioa o f current enq)loyment in 2000, a vector o f exogenous variables (T), and a 
past value o f population in 1990 (P.i). Likewise, in Equation (2), current employment in 
2000 is a function o f current population in 2000, a vector o f exogenous variables (S), and 
a past value o f employment in 1990 (£.t).
The vectors o f exogenous variables for population (T) and employment (S) in 
equations (1) and (2) are derived from the work o f Dufi^-Deno (1998), Carlino and Mills 
(1987) and Clark and Murply (1996). The underling assunq>tions in this model are that 
both households and firms are geographically mobile. Households are assumed to 
migrate to areas o f higher utility that include both consumption o f goods and non-market 
amenities. Firms migrate to maximize utility through profits (e.g. by lowering the costs 
o f production or raising revenues) and non-market amenitfes. Both households and firms 
move until profits and utility are equalized across a region (Carlino & Mills, 1987; Clark 
& Murphy, 1996; Duflfy-Deno, 1998).“
The population and employment equations share two categories o f exogenous 
variables, amenitks and accessibility. Both population and employment are hypothesized 
to be affected by a number o f non-market amenity variables including climate, 
recreatfonal and scenic beauty, and wDdemess. Variables for climate include average 
county temperature (AVGTEMP) and average county precipitation (AVPRECIP). 
Recreatfonal opportunities and scenfo beauty are captured by the number o f ski resorts 
within a county (SKI) and the percentage o f county land that is owned by the three major 
federal land management agencies (PCTNPSOO, PCTFSOO, PCTBLMOO). To capture the
" To avoid simultaneiQr, all o f the variables in (T) and (S) represent 1990 values. The exception to this is 
estimations m 2000 of BLM, NFS, and USFS land. These acreages do not change by large amounts or very 
often and, therefiire, are assumed to have no hnpact on simultaneity.
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effect o f both designated wDdemess and WSAs, the percent o f both land area under 
consideration and that within the NWPS are used (PCWILO90)/^ Finaify, firms may be 
attracted to the same amenities as their workers. The climate amenities may also help 
reduce the costs o f production for firms by reducing the number days required to heat or 
cool a focDity. Therefore, the set o f amenity variables for population was also used in the 
employment equation. Households and firms are assumed to migrate to places with 
adequate accessibility to other areas or markets. The percent o f local expenditures on a 
highway transportation system (PCTEXPHW) represents the desire for avaDabDity to 
markets via highways. Variables for a local airport that fiicDitates commercial service 
(AIRPORT) and passenger raDroad service stations for Amtrak (RAILROAD) are also 
included as part o f accessibility measures.
The vectors o f exogenous variables are also different fi*om one another. There are a 
number o f variables in (T) that are assumed to attract household migration: local tax 
structure, a measure o f local services, sense o f community, and income. The local tax 
structure o f a county may determme household migration. Households are assumed to 
desire an area with relatively low levels o f per capita local taxes (PCLTX90) and a 
relative^ low percentage o f property tax (PCTPTX90). To account for relative local tax 
structure, households should also be more attracted to areas where higher taxes are 
equated with better public services such as polke protection (PCZEXPPP), education 
(PCTEXPED) and publk health care (PCTEXPHH). A sense o f community can be 
refiected ly  the percentage o f homes occiq>ied the owner m the county (PCTOWN90).
Also following Dufi^Deno (1998), the wDdemess variable (PCWILD90) does not include NFS or FWS 
wDdemess because NFS land is subject to more restrictions even without wDdemess designation and the 
total acreage o f both NFS and FWS wDdemess are relatively small within the sample.
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The effect o f income on household migration is represented by median femDy income 
(MEDFMINC) and the percent o f income from dividends, mterests and rent 
(PCTDIR90).
There are a set o f exogenous variables in (S) that attempt to capture a firm's 
motivation for profit maxunization. These exogenous variables represent categorks o f 
utility that are assumed to attract firms: characteristics o f the labor force, costs, and 
characteristks o f local econony. Characteristks o f the local labor force may determine 
firm migration. Firms may be attracted to areas with a relatively high-quality labor force 
(PCTED90) or low labor costs (UNEMPR90). In addition, firms are assumed to seek 
lower costs o f production (ELECBILL) and overhead costs from property and other local 
taxes (PCTPTX90 and PCTLTX90). Firms may also conskier other characteristics o f the 
local econony that may influence total en^loyment such as the percent o f income from 
dividends, interests and rent (PCTDIR90) and a county’s percentage o f employment in 
the federal government (PCTFE90) and the resource sector (PCTRE90). Resource 
employment includes agrkulture, mmmg, and forestry.
Finally, both equations include variables that account for location of the counties in 
the sanq)le. They include variables for each intermountain Westem state ( AZ, CO, ID, 
NM, NV, MT and WY), if a rural county was adjacent to an urban county in 1990 
(ADJUC90), or if a county was part o f the Great Plains regfon. Another variable, if a 
coun^ had a city with population o f at least 25,000 (CITY1990) was used to account for 
differences in population. Appendix II contains descriptfons and references for both the
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endogenous^ and exogenous, (T) and (S), variables.
Endogenous variables are the dependent variables in the qistem o f snnultaneous equations (Salvatore, 
1982).
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CHAPTER 4
DATA AND METHODS 
The sanqple data contain 248 rural counties within the intermountain Westem states 
including: Arizona, Colorado, Idaho, New Mexico, Nevada, Montana, Wyoming and 
Utah. The original sample included all 280 counties o f the intermountain West, 
however, since economic impacts are assumed to be strongest in rural as opposed to 
urban counties, 31 urban counties were removed from the study sample. Following 
Duf^-Deno (1998), a county was defined as urban if it was considered part o f a 
Metropolitan Statistical Area (MSA) by the Department o f Commerce in 1990. A total of 
34 counties met criteria for urban. However, three o f those counties were included m the 
study sample even though they were part of a MSA in 1990 because o f very low 
population densitks in comparison to the median o f other counties. “  The tune period 
from 1990 to 2000 was used to capture impacts from BLM recommendatfons that were 
conq>leted in the earfy 1990s. When data for the beginning or ending period were not 
available, information from the closest possible year was used.
County data was obtamed from a varkty of sources. Information regardmg income 
and employment came fix>m the U.S. Bureau o f Economic Analysis (2000). Population 
data are fit>m the U.S. Bureau o f Census (1994 & 2000). Land data was calculated usmg 
informatfon from Payments in Lieu o f Taxes (PILT) tables available from the Bureau of
''*These counties included Nye, Nevada; Natrona, Wyoming; and Mohave, Arizona.
32
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Land Management (2000). Tenqierature and precqiitation figures were taken fi*om the 
National Outdoor Recreation Supply Information System (NORSIS) (1997). Finally. 
data sets including the commercial sector electric bill and amount o f federally designated 
wilderness and WSAs by county were provided by the Utah OfBce o f Energy and 
Resource Planning. Appendix II contams a foil list of variables, descriptions and data 
sources.
The empirical model described in Chapter 3 is used to determine the impacts of 
wDdemess at three stages fit>m the most broad at the state level to a more specified form 
at the county level for Nevada. Model I represents rural county data using location 
variables to separate statewide hnpacts among the eight mtermountain westem states. 
Model n  uses rural county data with a location variable (NVCOUNTY) to capture 
impacts on the rural countks in Nevada in comparison to the rest o f the rural counties m 
the intermountain West. Finally, Model HI uses the rural county data in Nevada to 
examine differences between Nevada's counties that can be considered part o f the Old 
West versus the New West.
The descriptive statistks for each o f these models are presented in Tables 6 through 9. 
Clear^f, population and employment have grown durmg the past decade in the 
intermountain westem states. There is a great deal of variation m the number o f rural 
counties between the mtermountain Westem states. Arizona and Nevada, for example, 
represent onty 4 and 6 percent respective^ o f the rural countks in the sampk. On the 
other hand, Montana and Colorado have the highest percent%e o f rural counties 
amot% the westem states in this sampk. The percentage ofNPS, USFS and BLM land 
within each county also varies. WhDe some counties do not contain any o f these publk
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lands, some have as much as 94 percent USFS or 95 percent BLM land. Overall the 
NFS manages the lowest percentage o f public land m these rural westem counties (See 
Table 6). Finalfy, the percentage o f NWPS and WSAs is also highly variable among the 
rural counties in these westem states and in Nevada. The highest percentage o f federal 
land within a county m wDdemess is 78 and the lowest is 0 percent. On average, the rural 
counties in these westem states contain 9 percent wDdemess (See Table 7). In Nevada, 
the countks defoied as New West contain twice as much wDdemess as the Old West 
counties (See Tables 8 and 9).
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Table 6; Descriptive Statistks for Models I and n  (Rural County Data)
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Mean Median St. Dev. Minimum Maximum
POP1990 17621.07 10354.00 2150426 499.00 116081.00
POP2000 19916.88 10988.00 24878.49 499.00 148511.00
TOTEMP90 9313.06 4814.50 14642.07 275.00 176549.00
TOTEMPOO 11938.31 579920 19043.86 288.00 224684.00
CITY1990 0.08 0.00 027 0.00 1.00
GPLAIN 0.35 0.00 0.48 0.00 1.00
ADJUC90 0.28 0.00 0.45 0.00 1.00
PCLTX90 748.72 57020 54624 80.00 3132.00
PCTFrX90 87.15 92.95 13.41 42.80 99.50
PCTEXPED 49.70 48.60 27.87 13.80 437.00
PCTEXPHH 8.13 2.70 925 0.00 36.80
PCTEXPPP 4.74 4.40 2.00 0.90 14.60
PCTEXPPW 2.55 I.IO 3.75 0.00 19.10
PCTEXPHW 8.73 7.90 4.82 1.40 30.00
PCTOWN90 71.00 71.45 6.73 4820 85.70
MEDFMINC 2718226 26490.00 549722 15127.00 52976.00
PCTED90 77.00 77.10 7.64 54.70 95.50
UNEMPR90 6.95 620 320 120 28.60
PCIFE90 0.03 0.02 0.04 0.00 0.36
PCTRE90* 0.06 0.04 0.07 0.00 0.43
PCTDIR90 022 022 0.07 0.09 0.44
PCTNPSOO 0.01 0.00 0.04 0.00 0.48
PCTFSOO 021 0.13 023 0.00 0.94
PCTBLMOO 0.19 0.09 022 0.00 0.95
SKI 022 0.00 0.73 0.00 4.00
AIRPORT 0.76 1.00 0.94 0.00 7.00
RAILROAD 0.08 0.00 028 0.00 1.00
ELECBILL 152.44 14628 38.41 84.00 242.15
AVGTEMP 46.03 44.70 6.62 0.00 6320
AVPRECIP 37.04 37.00 10.97 0.00 71.00
PCWILD90 0.10 0.05 0.14 0.00 0.78
NV 0.06 0.00 023 0.00 1.00
NM 0.11 0.00 0.31 0.00 1.00
CO 021 0.00 0.41 0.00 1.00
UT 0.10 0.00 020 0.00 1.00
AZ 0.04 0.00 021 0.00 1.00
WY 0.09 0.00 028 0.00 1.00
MT 022 0.00 0.41 0.00 1.00
ID 0.17 0.00 028 0.00 1.00
NVCOUNTY 0.06 0.00 023 0.00 1.00
n = 248
Information on resource employment was available for only 230 counties in sample.
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Table 7: Descriptive Statistks for Model m  (Nevada County Data)
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Mean St. Dev. Minimum Maximum
POP1990 1422225 11853.13 1335.00 37351.00
POP2000 1777423 1511728 1135.00 46084.00
TOTEMP90 8995.92 9308.54 511.00 26969.00
TOTEMPOO II50523 12195.91 452.00 36986.00
PCLTX90 516.83 44423 211.00 1833.00
MEDFMINC 33860.42 387223 26892.00 38900.00
UNEMPR90 4.75 129 120 7.80
PCTFE90 0.02 0.01 0.00 0.05
PCTRE90 0.15 0.14 0.01 0.43
PCTDIR90 0.18 0.07 0.13 0.38
PCWILD90 0.09 0.06 0.01 022
NEWWEST 
n = 12
0.50 0.52 0.00 1.00
iptive Statistics for “New West” Counties in Nevada
Mean St. Dev. Minimum Maximum
POP1990 22139.83 1156428 3739.00 37351.00
POP2000 28253.17 1415022 4220.00 46084.00
TOTEMPOO 13925.83 10672.77 2912.00 27844.00
TOTEMP90 11010.67 8853.83 2286.00 23993.00
PCLTX90 38723 222.91 211.00 814.00
MEDFMINC 3332923 4858.89 26892.00 38900.00
UNEMPR90 5.18 029 420 5.70
PCTFE90 0.02 0.02 0.00 0.05
PCTRE90 0.11 0.12 0.01 022
PCTDIR90 020 0.09 0.13 0.38
PCWILD90 
n = 6
0.12 0.06 0.05 022
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Table 9; Descr^dve Statktics for “Old West” Counties in Nevada
Mean Sl Dev. Minimum Maximum
POP1990 6304.67 4990.86 1335.00 14241.00
POP2000 729520 6246.15 1135.00 18145.00
TOTEMPOO 9084.83 14115.92 452.00 36986.00
TOTEMP90 6981.17 10124.00 511.00 26969.00
PCLTX90 64623 587.19 266.00 1833.00
MEDFMINC 34391.50 2949.81 30764.00 37515.00
UNEMPR90 422 2.18 120 7.80
PCTFE90 0.01 0.01 0.00 0.03
PCTRE90 0.19 0.16 0.01 0.43
PCTDIR90 0.15 0.04 0.13 023
PCWILD90 
n = 6
0.06 0.05 0.01 0.16
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CHAPTERS
EMPIRICAL RESULTS 
A two stage least squares method'^ (TSLS) is applied to estmiate equations (I) and (2) 
for all three models. The data in each model were corrected for heteroscedasticity'^ using 
the White variance-correction procedure. In Model I, the mtermountain westem states 
are conqxired agamst Colorado as a base. First, the estimatfons for populatfon growth in 
Models I and II are reported. Second, the estimations for enq>loyment growth in Models 
I and n  are reported. Finalty, the comparison o f population and employment growth 
foctors in Model m , Nevada’s rural wDdemess counties, are reported.
P opu la tion  G ro w th
Estimates on Equation (1) for Model I, comparison of the mtermountain westem states, 
reveal that neither o f the variables o f interest, PCWILD90 and NV, are significant 
determinants for population growth. The variables o f (T) that are significantly associated 
with populatfon growth are the past variable for population (POP1990) and the percent o f 
dividends, interest and rent (PCTDIR90). In addition, two other location variables were
The TSLS involvesregressionoftheendogenous variables on the exogenous variables and the using the 
predicted values o f the endogenous variable to estimate the structural equations o f the model (Salvatore, 
1982).
16HeteroscedasticiQr refers to unequal variance in the data sample (Gujarati, 1999). For example, county 
size.
38
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signi&ant. Counties that were adjacent to an urban county (ADJUC90) are positive and 
significantly associated with population growth. However, if a county has a city with a 
population greater than 25,000 (CITY1990), it is negative and significantly associated 
with population growth.
CoefBcients o f several variables m Model I were negative but insignificant^ 
associated with population growth. They included: local service variables (PCTEXPHH. 
PCTEXPPP and PCTEXPPW), accessibility by rail and airport (RAILROAD and 
AIRPORT), recreation at ski resorts (SKI) and if the county is part o f the Great Plains 
region (GPLAIN). Fmalfy several variables were positive but insignificant^ associated 
with population growth. They included: the variable for earnings (MEDFMINC), the 
local tax structure variables (PCTLTX90, PCTPTX90), expenditures on education 
(PCTEXPED) and on highways (PCTEXPHW), the percent o f homes that are owner 
occupkd (PCTOWN90) and the set o f amenity variables (AVGTEMP, AVPRECIP, 
PCTBLMOO, PCTFSOO, PCTNPSOO) (See Table 10).
Esthnates on Equatfon (I) for Model n , comparison o f Nevada’s rural counties to the 
rest o f the rural counties in the intermountain West, reveal that the variable o f interest, 
Nevada’s countks (NVCOUNTY), is signffîcantly associated with greater populatkn 
growth. Hence, according to this model, Nevada’s rural counties are doing better than 
the rest o f the mtermountain West at attracting population. The other variabk o f interest, 
PCWILD90, was not significant^ associated with populatkn growth. In this model, the 
past variabk for populatkn (POP1990), the income from divklends, interest and rent 
(PCTDIR90), the percentage o f expenditures on highways (PCTEXPHW) and the 
counQf’s average tenqierature (AVGTEMP) were all significant and positive^ associated
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with population growth. Expenditures on polke protection (PCTEXPPP), the number of 
airports with commercial service (AIRPORT) and if a county had a city with a population 
o f25,000 or greater (CITY1990) were all significant and negative^ associated with 
population growth in this model.
Several o f the coefBcients on the variables in Model II were msignificant but 
negatively associated with population growth. They included: local expenditures on 
educatk>n and healthcare (PCTEXPED and PCTEXPHH) and if the county was part of 
the Great Plams region (GPLAIN)- Many coefBcients were positive but insignificantly 
associated with population growth. They included: income (MEDFMINC), local tax 
structure (PCTLTX90 and PCTPTX90), accessibility through highways and rail 
(PCTEXPHW and RAILROAD), percent o f homes owner occupied (PCTOWN90), ski 
resorts (SKI) and the set of amenity variables (AVGTEMP, AVPRECIP, PCTBLMOO, 
PCTFSOO, and PCTNPSOO) (See Table 10).
Emplovment Growth 
Esthnatmns for Equatfon (2) in Model I, comparison o f western states, i^ain, reveals 
that neither variables o f interest for Nevada (NV) nor wilderness (PCWILD90) are 
significantly associated with employment growth. Among the variables that are 
significant and positively associated with employment growth in Model I are the past 
variable for employment in 1990 (TOTEMP90), the endogenous variable for population 
(POP2000), the percent o f property tax (PCTPTX90), and the county’s percentage of 
USFS and NPS land (PCTFSOO and PCTNPSOO respectively). The set o f exogenous
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Table 10; Determinants o f Population Growth (Dependent Variable is POP2000)
Variable Model I Model n
CoeflBcient t-stat Coefficient t-stat
intercept -8862J7** -2.33 -10285.93*** -2.98
POP 1990 1.20*"* 39.77 1.21*** 40.74
TOTEMPOO 0.00 -0.01 0.00 022
MEDFMINC 0.02 0.47 0.02 0.55
PCTDIR90 12082.08*** 2.76 10284.09*** 222
PCLTX90 0.09 023 021 0.57
PCIFIX90 25.21 1.15 9.45 0.65
PCTEXPED 0.31 0.14 -0.46 -0.15
PCTEXPHH -3.68 023 -4.80 -021
PCTEXPPP -98.40 -1.12 -163.09* -1.69
PCTEXPPW -45.05 -0.92 9.03 021
PCTEXPHW 11.83 026 77.84*** 2.62
PCTOWN90 33.41 1.05 39.82 1.57
ADJUC90 680J5** 1.75 949.17** 225
CITYI990 -4861.94*** -2.94 -5222.89*** -320
AIRPORT -411.15 -1.42 -544.61* -1.87
RAILROAD -299J8 -0.45 10426 0.16
SKI -0.52 0.00 1.05 0.00
AVGTEMP 16.19 0.61 4920 1.69
AVPRECIP 13.31 0.51 525 0.21
PCTBLMOO 837.00 0.75 73024 0.64
PCTFSOO 1003.46 1.04 1542.79 1.62
PCTNPSOO 3871.19 121 4043.82 120
PCWILD90 -737.72 -0.76 -80528 -0.80
GPLAIN -132.40 -025 -726.68 -1.47
NVCOUNTY 1917.71* 1.91
AZ 496.55 021
ID -1153.53 -1.56
MT -1761.15*** -2.92
NM -1190.45 -129
NV 1068.61 0.91
UT -5.41 -0.01
WY -2793.82*** -3.73
F-Statistic 836.69 98725
SEE 2417.74 2477.68
Adjusted R^ 0.99 0.99
n = 248 n = 248
Notes: The asterisks ***, **, and * represent significance at the 0.01,0.05, and 0.10 levels, respectively. 
The White consistent heteroscedasticity-conected standard errors were us«i to calculate the t-statistics.
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variables that are significant and negative^ associated with enq>k>yment growth include 
the percentage o f employment in the federal government (PCTFE90) and resource sector 
(PCTRE90), the number o f airports with commercial service (AIRPORT) and if the 
county had a city o f greater than 25,000 in 1990 (CITY1990).
Several coefBcients o f variables m Model I were negative but insignificantly 
associated with employment growth. They included: the unenq)loyment rate 
(UNEMPR90), the average electric bill (ELECBILL), percent o f ELM land in the county 
(PCTBLMOO), average precipitation (AVPRECIP), accessibility by rail (RAILROAD) 
and if the county was part o f the Great Plains region. Many of the coefBcients for 
variables in Model I were positive but insignifican tly  associated with en^loyment 
growth. They included: the percent o f local tax (PCTLTX90), expenditures on highways 
(PCTEXPHW), level of education (PCTED90), income earned from dividends, interest 
and rent (PCTDIR90), if a rural county was adjacent to an urban one (ADJUC90) and the 
number o f ski resorts (SKI) (See Table 11).
For Model II, comparison o f Nevada’s countfes to the rest of intermountain western 
counties, the estimates on Equation (2) reveal different results than for Equation (1). In 
this model, the variable of interest for Nevada’s counties (NVCOUNTY) is not 
significantly different from the rest o f the counties in terms of enqxloyment growth. 
Similarly, the variable for wildemess (PCWILD90) is not s%nificantly associated with 
employment growth either. However, both endogenous variables for employment 
(TOTEMP90) and population (POP2000) are sign^xm t and positive^ associated with 
employment growth. Among the other variables that are signffîcant and positive^
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Table II: Determinants o f Employment Growth (Dependent Variable is 
TOTEMPOO)
43
Variable Model I Model II
Coefficient t-stat Coefficient t-stat
Intercept -511727* -1.67 -5779.79** -2.13
TOTEMPOO 126*** 93.99 125*** 90.81
POP2000 0.07*** 3.61 0.07*** 3.45
PCLTX90 029 0.84 O il 025
PCTPTX90 4528** 2.02 7.04 0.61
PCTEXPHW 2424 0.84 70.51*** 2.54
PCTED90 38.61 1.45 58.14** 1.97
UNEMPR90 -42.80 -0.81 -228 -0.05
ELECBILL -4.37 -0.98 227 0.61
PCTFE90 -12426.16*** -2.87 -12456.60*** -2.70
PCTRE90 -6804.15** -2.44 -699724*** -2.64
PCTDIR90 5601.97 1.44 412028 1.18
PCTBLMOO -287.54 -0.31 -402.67 -0.47
PCTFSOO 1443.10* 1.70 906.42 III
PCTNPSOO 4269.08** 2.04 3279.93 1.35
PCWILD90 -50926 -0.64 -16.04 -0.02
ADJUC90 80.05 029 139.87 0.47
AIRPORT -481.32** -2.00 -618.06** -2.44
AVGTEMP -39.58** -224 -1628 -0.92
AVPRECIP -2.91 -0.13 -620 -028
CITYI990 -3366.85*** -3.19 -3414.80*** -3.14
GPLAIN -27025 -0.76 -351.14 -1.05
RAILROAD -428.43 -1.13 -283.98 -0.82
SKI 181.01 0.75 14722 0.59
NVCOUNTY 767.02 0.75
AZ -1214.63 -1.08
ID -131127** -226
MT -1175.85*** -2.57
NM 895.77 1.17
NV 653.32 0.58
UT 395.91 0.56
WY -2209.78*** -3.99
F-Statistic 874.61 1028.42
SSE 1795.94 1851.03
Adjusted R^ 0.99 .99
n = 230 n = 230
Notes; The asterisks *•*, •*, and * represent significance at the O.Ol, 0.05, and 0.10 levels, respectively. 
The White consistent heteroscecbstici^-carrected standard errors were used to calculate the t-statistics.
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associated with enq*loymeta growth in the model are the percentage o f local expenditures 
on highways (PCTEXPHW) and the percentage o f the local population with at least a 
high school education (PCTED90). The variables that are sign^zant and negative^ 
associated with employment growth include the percent o f federal and resource sector 
employment (PCTFE90 and PCTRE90 respective^), the number o f commercial airports 
in the county (AIRPORT) and if the county had a city with a population greater than 
25,000 in 1990 (CITY1990).
Several o f the coefBcients in Model II were negative but not significantly associated 
with en^loyment growth in this model They included: the unemployment rate 
(UNEMPR90), climate variables (AVGTEMP and AVPRECIP), percent%e ofBLM  land 
(PCTBLMOO), accessibility through rail (RAILROAD) and if the county was part o f the 
Great Plains region. Finally, many variables were positively associated but not 
significant determinants employment growth. They included: local tax structure 
(PCTTX90 and PCTPTX90), percent o f income fi’om dividends, interest and rent 
(PCTDIR90), percent o f land in USFS and NPS (PCTFSOO and PCTNPSOO), if a county 
was adjacent to an urban county (ADJUC90) and the number o f ski resorts (SKI) (See 
Table 11).
Comparison o f Nevada’s Counties 
The variables for New West counties and wildemess (PCWILD90) were not 
significantly associated with either population or employment growth. The only 
variables that were significant in Model m  were the past variables for populatfon 
(POP1990) and empfoyment (TOTEMP90). Three coefBcients o f variables showed a
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negative associatkin but no significant ing*act on population (TOTEMP90, MEDFMINC. 
and PCTDIR90). The percent o f local taxes (PCTLTX90) was positive but 
insignificant^ associated with population growth. Finalfy. the coeflBcient o f the current 
population variable (POP2000) was insignificant but negatively associated with 
employment growth. The coefficients for variables on enq>k>yment characteristics 
(UNEMPR90, PCTFE90 and PCTRE90) were aU positive but insignificant. Because of 
data constraints in Nevada (12 rural wildemess counties), several forms o f Model m  
were estimated. They are reported, though, their estimates do not significantly change 
from Models A to C (See Tables 12 and 13).
Table 12: Population Growth in Nevada’s Rural "New West” Counties
Model m
A B C
Variable Coefficient t-stat Coefficient t-stat Coefficient t-stat
Intercept 5663.87 0.89 4046.12 028 179325 021
POPI990 122*** 13.67 123*** 14.70 1.29*** 17.31
TOTEMPOO -0.06 -0.95 -0.10 -1.53 -0.10 -1.82
NEWWEST 84821 029 33323 0.13 1029.71 0.48
PCWILD90 2137.69 021 2827.06 0.46 -366.45 -0.06
MEDFMINC -0.16 -0.69 -0.145 -0.60
PCTDIR90 -9708.92 -1.17
PCLTX90 129 1.48
F-Statistic 11.68 133.6 179.5
SSE 1788.69 1765.39 1668.04
Adjusted 0.99 0.99 0.99
n = 12
Notes: Thé asterisks ***, **, and * represent significance at the 0.01.0.05, and 0.10 levels, respectively. 
The White consistent heteroscedasticity^corrected standard errors were used to calculate the t-statistics.
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Table 13: Enqxioyment Growth in Nevada’s Rural "New West” Counties
Model III
A B C
Variable Coefficient t-stat Coefficient t-stat Coefficient t-stat
Intercept -621.84 -023 -337.03 -024 -218.87 -0.33
TOTEMP90 1.37*** 21.14 126*** 20.43 1.36*** 23.81
POP2000 -0.09 -127 -0.08 -123 -0.08* -2.04
NEWWEST 98928 0.65 535.77 0.4 44426 0.41
PCWILD90 4485.16 0.61 8036.69 I.I4 8382.66 122
UNEMPR90 124 0.00 -14.74 -0.05 -2622 -0.11
PCTRE90 1514.03 0.34 445.13 0.14
PCTFE90 19144.98 0.50
F-Statistic 83.42 11623 16727
SSE 1668.16 1525.61 1393.68
Adjusted 0.99 0.99 0.99
n = 12
Notes: The asterisks • • • , •*, and • represent significance at the 0.01 ,0.05, and O.IO levels, respectively. 
The White consistent heteroscedasticity-corrected standard errors were used to calculate the t-statistics.
Limitatfons
There are some Ihnitations to these results. Each o f these empirical tests becomes less 
robust as the models move from the most broad comparison between states (Model I) to 
the specific conqparison of Nevada’s counties (Model XU). This is due to the use of 
locatkm variables or the limited sample size. Model I includes location variables for each 
o f the intermountain western states and then conqxires them to a base, in this case 
Colorado. However, in Model II, the locatfon variable for Nevada’s counties 
(NVCOUNTY) is compared to the balance o f the rural counties m the intermountain 
West as a whole. This comparison offers less informatfon because it no longer accounts 
for state or other regfonal variatfons within the data. Model in  is less robust due to 
limited sangle size. There are onfy^  12 rural countks containing wildemess in Nevada to 
use as observations in these equations.
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Analysis
The resuhs o f these enq^irical anafysis are similar to the prevfous study by Du%- 
Deno (1998). It would appear that overall wildemess has not had a significant economic 
inqxict on the rural counties in the intermountain westem states fi’om 1990 to 2000. 
Furthermore, it does not appear that wildemess has had a significant impact on Nevada’s 
rural counties during the same time period. The last finding, however, is fin less 
conclusive due to the limitations discussed above. With a total o f 17 counties in Nevada, 
15 o f them rural and onty 12 containing wildemess, the sanq)le size is limited.
These findings  raise the question, though, o f why wildemess may not have the impact 
on Nevada’s counties that New West proponents have suggested? There are several 
possible explanations. First, economies more heavily reliant upon thnber extraction may 
be more at risk than those dependent upon mining (Du%-Deno, 1998). Timber cutting 
was entirely prohibited within wildemess while special provisions for mineral surveys 
and claims were included in both the Wildemess Act (1964) and the FLPMA (1976). In 
addition, the Wilderness Act (1964) did not deny the continuation o f grazing and of 
preexisting mineral c laims. Mary o f Nevada’s rural counties are considered resource 
dependent, however, since they are primarify connected to mining and not timber, 
wildemess may not have a signi&ant economic impact on them.
A second possible explanation for the insignificant impact o f wildemess may be the 
dilution o f amenity vahie in this state. The onty tune the land amenity variables 
(PCTFSOO, PCTNPSOO) are significant is in Model I as a determinant o f enq)loyment 
growth. However, the vast majority o f federal land m Nevada is managed tty the BLM, 
not the USFS or the NPS. Therefore, the amenity value o f USFS and NPS land could be
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watered down by the abundance o f BLM land in Nevada. In the same way, wildemess 
amenity values on both USFS and BLM land can be diluted by the vast expanse o f 
overall federal land in the state. IMth the lowest populatfon density and the highest 
amount o f federal land in the mtermountain West, Nevada’s wildemess amenity values 
may be too cfosety related to the amenity values o f its other vast publfo lands. The 
amenities  of open space, scenic views, clean air, and other types o f non-marketed 
amenity values o f publfo lands are not scarce in rural Nevada.
It should be clarified what the results o f this study do not imply. The results do not 
mean that Old West counties are economical^ stable. In other words, they do not 
demonstrate that these communities will be economically stable regardless o f dependency 
upon resource extractfon. Most often, stable economies are diverse economfos. The 
economic base, centered around mining, is only useful to local communities if the 
revenue generated firom that base continues to circulate through the local economy 
creating jobs and does not escape the local markets (Power, 1996). Furthermore, the 
results in this study do not mean that wildemess has no economfo value or that 
environmental protection and preservation are not important in Nevada’s rural counties. 
Population and enyfoyment growth are simpty one measure o f how these lands can 
inqxict community stability. These models do not measure, for example, the long term 
benefit and value o f ecotystem services provided ly  wildemess.
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CHAPTER 6 
CONCLUSION
The National WOderness Preservation System has been a source o f controversy, 
particular^ in the West, for decades. The controversy stems largely from the debate over 
what economfo impact wildemess designation will have on rural counties in the region. 
Opponents argue that wilderness will cripple the extractive based economies o f the West 
by “locking up” resources and prohibiting economic growth. Proponents contend that 
wildemess is the true source o f economfo stability and growth in the New West because 
the amenities o f preserved landscapes draw people and jobs. The purpose o f this thesis 
was to examine the economfo impacts o f wilderness in Nevada, specifically, in the rural 
counties o f the state.
The findings o f this thesis are that wildemess does not appear to have a significant 
impact on the economies o f the intermountain westem states or the rural counties in 
Nevada. These findmgs are based on a simultaneous equation model to test for the 
determinants o f population and employment growth in the rural counties o f the 
intermountain West and Nevada. The results for Nevada are limited by the small number 
o f counties. These findings suggest that more research is needed to determine how 
wildemess and the vast publfo lands in Nevada may impact the state’s rural economies.
Thus for, research on the economic impacts o f wilderness has focused on analysis at a 
county level without consideration for the distance o f these preserved areas to each other
49
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or paitfouiar citfos. Economfo data at the city or community level could be used to 
determine if inq)acts are different for more isolated towns. Such spatial interpretation 
could be the next step in examining how wildemess unpacts population and employment 
in places, such as Nevada, with hundreds o f miles o f federal public land between them. 
In addition to economic studies, future research could include survey methods to obtain 
preferences for local environmental amenities o f both residents and newcomers. Survey 
research could help separate wildemess values from the amenity values o f other 
multiple-use public lands. This thesis is just a first step at determink% the inq)act o f 
wildemess in the unique state o f Nevada.
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APPENDIX I
List o f Acrottyins
ANILCA Alaska National Interest Lands and Conservation Act
BLM Bureau o f Land Management
FLPMA Federal Land Policy and Management Act
FWS Fish and Wildlife Service
MSA Metropolitan Statistkal Area
NPS National Park Service
NWPA Nevada Wildemess Protection Act
NWPS National Wildemess Preservation System
RARE I Roadless Area Review and Evaluation I
RARE n  Roadless Area Review and Evaluation II
REIS Regional Economic Information System
PILT Payment in Lieu o f Taxes
TSLS Two Stage Least Squares
USFS United States Forest Service
WSA Wildemess Study Area
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APPENDIX n
Variable Definitions and Data Sources
Variable Name 
®POP2000
^TOTEMPOO
^POP1990
®TOTEMP90
PCLTX90
^*PCTPTX90
^PCTEXPED
^PCTEXPPP
^PCTEXPPW
^PCTEXPHH
^PCTEXPHW
^PCTOWN90
^MEDFMINC
SpCTEDQO
 ^UNEMPR90 
* ELECBILL
*PCTFE90
 ^PCTDIR90
*PCTRE90
PCTNPSOO
PCTFSOO
Ts PCTBLMOO
GPLAIN
Ts CITY1990
^*ADJUC90
^*SKI
Variable Description 
Total Persons in 1998
Total Employment in 1998 
Total Persons in 1992
Total Employment in 1990
Per capita local government taxes, 1987
Share o f per capita local tax from property tax, 1987
Percent o f local government expenditures on
education, 1992
Percent of local government expenditures on police 
protection, 1992
Percent of local government expenditures on public 
welftre, 1992
Percent o f local government expenditures on health 
and hospitals, 1992
Percent of local government expenditures on 
highways, 1992
Percent o f homes owner occupied, 1990 
Median fiunily income in 19%
Percent of population with 12+ years of education, 
1990
Unemployment rate, 1991 
Commercial sector electricity bill, 1988
Percent of total employment comprised of federal 
workers, 1990
Percent of total personal income derived from 
dividends, interest and rent 1990 
Percent of total employment comprised of resource 
sector workers, 1990
Percent o f county land area managed by U S. 
National Park Service
Percent of county land area managed by U.S. Forest 
Service
Percent o f county land area managed by Bureau o f 
Land Management
=1 if  county classified as part of the Great Plains; =0 
otherwise
=1 ifcounty has city with population greater than 
25,000; =0 otherwise
=1 if  county adjacent to urban county; =0 othervrise 
Number destination sld resorts in county
Data Source
County/City Data Book (2000) 
REIS (2000)
1994 County/City Data Book 
(1994)
REIS (2000)
County/City Data Book (1994) 
County/City Data Book 0994) 
County/City Data Book (2000)
County/City Data Book (2000)
County/City Data Book (2000)
City County Data Book (2000)
County/City Data Book (2000)
County/City Data Book (1994) 
County/City Data Book 0994) 
County/City Data Book 0994)
County/City Data Book (1994) 
Utah Office of Energy and 
Resource Planning 
REIS (2000)
REIS (2000)
REIS (2000)
County/City Data Book (1994) 
PILT (2000)
County/City Data Book (1994) 
PILT (2000)
County/City Data Book (1994) 
PILT (2000)
UT Gieat Plains Population and 
Environment Database (1998) 
County/City Data Book (1994)
CCunty/City Data Book (1994)
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Variable Definitions and Data Sources
Variable Name 
AVGTEMP 
^  AVPRECIP 
RAILROAD 
AIRPORT
^^PCWILD90
NV
AZ
NM
ID
UT
MT
WY
CO
NVCOUNTY
NEWWEST
Variable Description 
Average temperature fiar county, 1987 
Average annual precipitation fiir county, 1987 
=1 if county has an Amtrak stop; =0 otherwise 
Number o f airports with scheduled commercial 
service in county
Percent o f federal land in county classified as 
wildemess or as a WSA in 1990 
=1 if county is in the state ofNevada; =0 if otherwise 
=1 if county is in the state o f Arizona; =0 if  
otherwise
=1 if county is in the state o f New Mexico; =0 if  
otherwise
=1 if county is in the state of Idaho; =0 if  otherwise 
=1 if county is in the state of Utah; =0 if otherwise 
=1 if  county is m the state o f Montana; =0 if  
otherwise
=1 if county is in the state of Wyoming; =0 if 
otherwise
=1 if county is in the state of Colorado; =0 if 
otherwise
=1 if  county is in the state ofNevada; =0 if otherwise 
=1 if county in Nevada is defined as "New West”;
=0 ifcounty in Nevada is defined as "Old West”
Data Source 
NORSIS (1997)
NORSIS (1997)
Amtrak, (www.amtrak.com) 
Federal Aviation 
Administration, U S. Airport 
Emplanement Activity 
Utah Ofiice of Energy and 
Resource Planning
T _= variable (T) * = variable (S)
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APPENDIX in
Permission to Publish
From; Thomas M. Power" <tmpower@selway umLedu>
To: <lesleyargoOiuno.com>
Date: Fri. 26 Oct 2001 1122:53 4)600 
Subject: Re: "New West" Material
Use of the materials you mentioned is fine with me. Some of it could be 
updated, txjt only you understand the logic of the use to which you wish to 
put it So go for it!
Good luck!
 Original Messag e ----
From: <lesleyargoOjuno.com>
To: <tmpowerQseiway.umtedu>
Sent Friday, October 26,2001 11:10 AM 
Sutqect: Re: "New West" Material
> Dr. Power,
>
> The tables are on pages 98 and 99!
>
> Table 4-2 The Relative Importanœ of Metal Mining Employment. 1990"
>
> Table 4-3 The Relative importance of Metal Mining in the West as Source
> of Income, 1990"
>
>  >
> Sincerely,
> Lesley
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Nevada Wilderness Study Areas
Elko District
NV-010-027
NV-010-033
NV-010-035
NV-010-088
NV-010-091
NV-010-103A
NV-010-106
NV-010-132
NV-OlO-151
NV-010-184
Witnmcnmucca District
NV-020-006A/CA-020-914
NV-020-007
NV-020-008/CA-020-913
NV-020-012/CA-020-618/621
NV-020-014
NV-020-014A
NV-02(W)19
NV-020-200
NV-020-201
NV-02CM06
NV-020-406
NV-020-600
NV-020-600D
NV-020-603
NV-020-606
NV-020-620
NV-020-621
NV-020-622
NV-020-642
NV-020-827
NV-020-859
Carson City District
NV-030-102
NV-030-104
NV-030-108
NV-030-110
NV-030-127
NV-030-407
NV-030-525A
Ely District
NV-040-015
NV-040-086
NV-040-154
NV-040-166
NV-040-168
NV-040-169
NV-040-172
NV-040-177
NV-040-197
NV-040-202
NV-040-206
NV-040-242
NV-040-246
Bluebell 
Goshute Peak 
South Pequop 
Cedar Ridge 
Red Spring
South Fork Owyhee River 
Owyhee Canyon 
Little Humboldt River 
Rough HUls 
B adlands
East Fork High Rock Canyon
High Rock Lake
Little High Rock Canyon
Poodle Mountain
Fox Range
Pole Creek
Calico Mountains
Selenite Mountains
Ml Limbo
China Mountain
Tobin Range
Blue Lakes
Alder Creek
South Jackson Mountain 
North Jackson Mountains 
Black Rock Desert 
Pahute Peak 
North Black Rock Range 
Pueblo Mountains 
North Fork of the Little 
Humboldt River 
Disaster Peak
Clan Alpine Mountains 
Stillwater Range 
Augusta Mountains 
Desatoya Mountains 
Job Peak
Gabbs Valley Range 
Burbank Canyons
Goshute Canyon 
Marble Canyon 
Park Range 
Riordan’s Well 
South Egan Range - 
Ml  Grafton 
Far South Emns 
Fortification Range 
Table Mountain 
White Rock Range 
Parsnip Peak 
Worthington Mountains 
Weepah Spring
Las Vegas District
NV-050-132
NV-050-139
NV-050-156
NV-050-161
NV-050-166
NV-050-177
NV-050-201
NV-050-215
NV-050-216
NV-050-217
NV-050-229
NV-050-231
NV-050-233
NV-050-235
NV-050-236
NV-050-401
NV-050-411
NV-050-412
NV-05(M14
NV-OSO-423
NV-050-425
NV-050-435
NV-050-438
NV-050-460
NV-050-1R-16
NV-050-4R-15
Battle Mountain District
NV-060-019 
NV-060-059 .
NV-060-112 
NV-060-142/162 
NV-060-158/199 
NV-060-163 
NV-060-190 
NV-060-191 
NV-060-231/241 
►NV-060-338 
►NV-060-350 
►NV-060-354 
‘NV-060-355 
NV-060-428 
NV-060-541
Susanville District
CA-020-615
CA-020-619
CA-020-619A
CA-020-805
CA-020-913A
CA-020-913B
CA-020-1012
CA-020-1013
South Pahroc 
Clover Mountains 
Meadow \60ey Mountains 
Mormon Mountains 
Tunnel Spring 
Delamar Mountains 
Fish arxi Wildlife #1 
Arrow Cariyon Range 
Fish and Wudfife *2 
Rsh and Wildlife *3 
Muddy Mountains 
Lime Canyon 
Million Hills 
Garrett Buttes 
Jumbo Springs 
Mount Stirling 
Quail Spring 
LaMadte Mountains 
Pine Creek 
El Dorado
North McCullough Mountains 
South McCullough Mountains 
Ireteba P eak  
Resting Sprinœ 
Evergreen A, B. C 
Nellis A. B. C
Kawich
Rawtude Mountain 
South Reveille 
Palisade Mesa 
Blue Eagle 
The Wifi 
F a n d a iM O  
Morey Peak 
Antelope Range 
Silver Peak Range 
Pigeon Spring 
Queer Mountain 
Grapevine Mountains 
Simpson Park 
Roberts Mountain
Dry Valley Rim 
BufWo Fulls 
Twin Peaks 
Wall Canyon 
%How Rock Canyon 
High Rock Canyon 
Sheldon Contiguous 
Massacre Rim
"These WSAs were originally within the Las Vegas District but a x  now 
under the Administratton of the Battle Mountain DistricL The Districi 
prefix number has been chafiged from 050 to 060.
U N IT E D  S T A T E S  
D E P A R T M E N T  C P  T H E  IN T E R IO R  
B U R E A U  O F  LA N D  M A N A G E M E N T
STATE OF NEVADA
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NV-02(W)07
NV-020-008/CA-020-913
NV-020-012/CA-020-618/621
NV-020-014
NV-020-014A
NV-020-019
NV-020-200
NV-020-201
NV-020-406
NV-020-406
NV-020-600
NV-020-600D
NV-020-603
NV-020-606
NV-020-620
NV-020-621
NV-020-622
NV-020-642
NV-020-827
NV-020-859
Carson City District
NV-030-102
NV-030-104
NV-030-108
NV-030-110
NV-030-127
NV-030-407
NV-030-525A
Ely District
NV-040-015
NV-040-086
NV-040-154
NV-040-166
NV-040-168
NV-040-169
NV-040-172
NV-040-177
NV-040-197
NV-040-202
NV-040-206
NV-040-242
NV-040-246
M k M v  » »  s a y s  s s w w v
High Rock Late 
LiMe High Rock Canyon 
Poodle Mountain 
Fox Range 
PoleCreiek 
Calico Mountains 
Selenite Mountains 
Ml  Limbo 
China Mountain 
Tobin Range 
Blue Lakes 
Alder Creek
South Jackson Mountain 
North Jackson Mountains 
Black Rock Desert 
Pahute Peak 
North Black Rock Range 
Pueblo Mountains 
North Fork of tfte Little 
Humboldt River 
Disaster Peak
Clan Alpine Mountains 
Stillwater Range 
Augusta Mountains 
De»toya Mountains 
Job Peak
Gabbs Valley Range 
Burbank Canyons
Goshute Canyon 
Marble Canyon 
Park Range 
Riordan's Well - 
South Egan Range 
Ml Grafton 
Far South Eœns 
Fortification Range 
Table Mountain 
White Rock Range 
Parsnip Peak 
Worthington Mountains 
Weepah Spring
NV-050-411
NV-050-412
NV-050-414
NV-050-423
NV-050-425
NV-050-435
NV-050-438
NV-050-460
NV-050-1R-16
NV-050-4R-15
Battle Mountain District
NV-060-019 
NV-060-059 
NV-060-112 
NV-060-142/162 
NV-060-158/199 
NV-060-163 
N V -0 6 0 .1 9 0  
NV-060-191 
NV-060-231/241 
‘NV-060-338 
"NV-060-350 
► NV-060-354 
'NV-060-355 
NV-060-428 
NV-060-541
Susanville District
CA-020-615
CA-020-619
CA-020-619A
CA-020-805
CA-020-913A
CA-020-913B
CA-020-1012
CA-020-1013
Quail Sprmg 
LaMadre Mountains 
Pine Creek 
El Dorado
North McCullough Mountains 
South McCullough Mountains 
Ireteba Peaks 
Resting Sprinœ 
Evergreen A. B, C 
Nem sA .B.C
Kawich
Rawhide Mountain 
South Reveille 
Palisade Mesa 
Blue Eagle TheVM
Fandairao 
Morey Peak 
Antelope Range 
Silver Peak Range 
Pigeon Spring 
Queer Mountain 
Grapevine Mountains 
Simpson Park 
Roberts Mountain
Dry Valley Rim 
Buffalo HiOs 
Twin Peaks 
Wall Canyon 
Yellow Rock Canyon 
High Rock Canyon 
Sheldon Contiguous 
Massacre Rim
"These WSAs were originally within the Las Vegas District but are now 
under the Administration of the Battle Mountain District. The District 
prefix number has been changed from 050 to 060.
U N IT E D  S T A T E S  
D E P A R T M E N T  O F  T H E  IN T E R IO R  
B U R E A U  O F  L A N D  M A N A G E M E N T
STATE OF NEVADA
W IL D E R N E SS STATUS M
MAY 1992
Seal* 1:1.000.0110.
BASE M AP BY U .S . GEOLOGICAL SURVEY
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